
L U X U R Y  R E S I D E N T I A L



Congratulations on embarking on one of life’s greatest journeys -
designing and building your Dream Home

 
Often our clients have found the process of starting to plan a

dream home a bit daunting.  
Some did not really want to build a new home but found the

perfect lot without finding the perfect house.
With so much conflicting information on the internet, it can feel

like you're going around in circles.
 

We prepared this planning guide to provide the information and
confidence needed to start the large but rewarding endeavour of

designing and building your own luxury, dream home. 

HOW TO PLAN YOUR
LUXURY DREAM HOME



WHO
WE

ARE

Fabric Architecture is an Architectural practice with a
strong focus on residential projects, with budgets
ranging from $500,000 to $8 million.
The team at Fabric architecture has extensive
experience in a wide range of architectural typologies
including individual residences, large scale mixed-
use developments, hospitality, and commercial
developments. Our approach involves methodical
analysis, investigation and the intent to
create new benchmarks in design, regardless of the
size of the project. Fabric prides itself on its strong
client relationships. Our goal is to make building
sustainability integral to the design of a project. Fabric
regards
environmental and socially sustainable design as a
means of adding value, comfort and amenity to any
project that we undertake. We believe that sustainable
buildings can be cost neutral when a sustainable
design is embraced in the conceptual stage of the
design process. The life-cycle, financial, social and
environmental returns mean that this process is less
about being ‘green’ than it is about the right way to
build.
The team at Fabric is adept in procuring a project from
concept design through to completion. We take pride
in our client relationships and our passion for best-
practice architecture.
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01ARCHITECTURAL PROCESS

Don't underestimate the time needed for the design and approval process! 
The initial design process can take up to 6 months to get right. Once you have the preliminary drawings complete the council approval process can take

another 3�6 months. If it is a difficult site or in a prominent location (like beach front) it could take up to a year to get approval. We have had a few
projects take this long due to neighbour complaints, site restrictions, councils requests, redesigns etc.  The technical drawings (or Working Drawings as

they're known in the trade) can take an additional 6 months to prepare. This stage requires a lot of liaising with specialist consultants to ensure the
design can be built without compromising the design intent. 



FOUNDATIONAL QUESTIONS

CLIENTS

Who will live in your
home now and in the
future?
What is your ideal
family environment?
How do you like to
entertain?

 

DESIGN

Can you describe
your ideal home?
What do you want
your home interior to
look like?

BUILD

Do you have a firm
budget? If yes, what
is the budget? If no,
what is your
spending comfort
range?
What is your time
frame?
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Fabric Architecture has developed a comprehensive client brief. If you haven't already, you can download it here. Your

answers to these foundational questions will help define how you approach the design of your dream home.
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If it is not the first question, it is one of
the first questions that we hear: “How
much will my project cost?”
There are so many variables that a
definitive answer is literally impossible.
The consequences of trying to answer and
risk giving ‘bad advice’ will have most
experts avoiding the question or giving a
low figure to not scare away potential
clients.
 
The problem is that this question is VERY
important. No one can proceed if they
don’t have a ball-park estimation of cost.
The price can vary greatly from $3500/sq
meter right up to $10,000/sq meter
depending on several variables including,
but not limited to these:
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We use an adjusted square meter rate to
calculate cost estimates during our
concept phase, providing the client with
ballpark figures early on. 
During the Design Development phase, we
use technology-aided design tools like
virtual reality tours, 3D drawings and
renderings enabling our clients the best
understanding of their project.
 
We also know that getting accurate
feedback on costs early in the process is
key. That is why we engage quantity
surveyors during the Design Development
phase to provide an accurate breakdown
of costs, so that our clients can make
informed decisions that affect the cost
confidently
 Design Complexity. Roof lines, custom

windows, room volumes, and material
choices greatly influence construction
costs.
Site Accessibility. The level of site
preparation required and the ease of
accessibility to the building site are a
factor.
Finishes and Appliances. Some homeowners
select $30,000 stoves while others select
their entire appliance package for less.



04MYTHS FROM REALITY

MYTH

REALITY
The biggest problem people face when planning to
build their dream home is going over budget.

While going over budget is a big problem, it is only
the second biggest potential problem that all people
planning to build a dream home face.
The biggest problem, by far, is spending your
budget AND STILL NOT GETTING WHAT YOU
WANTED. Obviously, this would be an enormous
waste of time and money

MYTH

REALITY

Don't Architects and Building Designers just prepare
the plans that a builder uses to construct your
home. Cant anyone can do that.

Yes, we draw—on pads and notebooks, and on
computers. Drawing remains integral to architecture,
but the plans are just a means to an end. They are
there to tell the builder what to build. 
 
As registered Architects, we take a building from
concept to completion, navigating the consent
process, collaborating with other consultants,
specifying materials, supervising construction,
keeping track of the budget, and advocating for the
client’s interests throughout the many stages of a
project. Many decisions will have to be made along
the way. It’s our job to ensure the design meets the
client’s brief and budget, and that the brief is
realised in the finished building. To make this
happen, the architect needs many professional and
personal skills. 
Drawing is just one of them.



INTERVIEW YOUR DESIGNER

Have you worked on any
projects like this before?

 
Can I see your portfolio of
similar projects?

 
Who from your practice would I
be dealing with on a regular
basis? 

 
Are you interested enough in
my project to make it a priority?

Do you see any challenges
with my site?

 
Do you use 3D design
software?

 
What is your experience with
sustainable design?

 
How do you charge?

Can you confirm the scope for
your services?

 
In what situations would you
charge additional fees?

 
Do you obtain estimates
during the design and
documentation stages?

 
How much should I budget for
the Consultant’s fees?
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Here at Fabric Architecture, we encourage all our clients to interview multiple firms. It is crucial when deciding to undertake
such a large project like a high end, luxury house or more importantly, your home.

You must take the time to visit the office, see their past work, call current and past clients for a reference, even take a look
at their drawing set and understand what they will produce for you. 

You must like the design team (as you'll be spending a lot of time with them!� and their design style. 
 

Below are 12 essential questions to ask before hiring an Architect or Building Designer



We work collaboratively with the right builder (as you only ever
want the right builder) and our team of experienced
consultants to ultimately realise the project through to
completion. 
 
Acting as the lead consultant, Fabric will organise and liaise
with all consultants from Structural Engineers, Hydraulic &
Geotechnical Engineers, Town Planners and Interior Designers
to successfully deliver your project.
 
Bringing on these consultants early in the process often helps
de-risk the project as potential risks are flagged and dealt with
helping reduce budget variations as previously discussed in
this guide. 
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07 CHECKLIST 

Are you Ready?
This exercise allows you to assess how ready you are to move into the Design Phase. If you are not close to 10 on ALL
scales, we have some preliminary work to accomplish before starting the Design Phase. If you rush into the design phase
without this information available, you will run the risk of making too many assumptions, which can cause the project to go
over budget.

A score below 25 means that you are still in the Research phase. We have resources that can help you
with your research  in selecting your lot or developing the program.
A score of 26�40 puts you in the Analysis phase. It is time to select your designer who will help you
move forward on your project.
A score of 41 and above means you are ready! Contact us today to start your project. 

Question: Answer: Zero � Low, 10 � High

Do you have a lot?

Do you want to start construction within the next 12 to 14 months?

How clear are you on exactly what you need?

Do you understand the regulatory requirements of your property?

How confident are you that your budget will achieve your dreams?

Give yourself a current overall rating for readiness.

 1   2    3    4    5    6   7    8   9    10

 1   2    3    4    5    6   7    8   9    10

 1   2    3    4    5    6   7    8   9    10
 1   2    3    4    5    6   7    8   9    10

 1   2    3    4    5    6   7    8   9    10

 1   2    3    4    5    6   7    8   9    10

TOTAL



DAVID CHIPPERFIELD

"THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
GOOD AND BAD ARCHITECTURE
IS THE TIME YOU SPEND ON IT."



"The Art of something created"

www.fabricarchitecture.com.au

hello@fabricarch.com.au


